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ABSTRACT
Translational regulation is a critical step in the production of proteins from genomic material in both
human and viruses. However, unlike other steps of the central dogma, such as transcriptional regulation,
little is known about the cis-regulatory elements involved. In a recent study we devised a high-throughput
bicistronic reporter assay for the discovery and the characterization of thousands of novel Internal
Ribosome Entry Sites (IRESs) in human and hundreds of viral genomes. Our results provide insights into
the landscape of IRES elements in human and viral transcripts and the cis-regulatory sequences underlying
their activity. Here, we discuss these results as well as emerging insights from other studies, providing new
views about translational regulation in human and viruses. In addition, we highlight recent high-
throughput technologies in the field and discuss how combining insights from high- and low-throughput
approaches can illuminate yet uncovered mechanisms of translational regulation.
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Introduction

Despite the importance of mRNA translation in regulating gene
expression across all kingdoms of life, we have a relatively poor
understanding of how ribosome specificity to its target mRNAs
is conferred. Systematic methods to investigate mRNA transla-
tion have lagged far behind other fields of gene expression such
as transcriptional control. Thus, while the major challenge in
the field of transcriptional control is to decipher how the thor-
oughly investigated cis-regulatory elements are combined to
orchestrate a transcriptional output,1-4 the identity of the most
basic building blocks that regulate the recognition and transla-
tion of mRNA by the ribosome remain uncharacterized.

Several mechanisms were described for translation initiation,
which are commonly classified as cap-dependent or cap-indepen-
dent. Cap-dependent translation involves the recognition of the
m7GpppX cap structure at the 50 end of the translated transcript
and thus does not rely on sequence specificity for ribosome
recruitment. The most investigated cap-independent mechanism
involves the recruitment of the ribosome to a cis-regulatory ele-
ment, originally characterized by a complex structure, in the trans-
lated transcript termed Internal Ribosome Entry Site (IRES).
IRESs were initially discovered in picornaviruses,5,6 positive-strand
RNA viruses ([C]ssRNA) that do not acquire a cap structure dur-
ing their life cycle in the cytoplasm. The observation that poliovi-
rus infection is accompanied by a reduction in host genes
translation with no impact on viral genes7 together with lacking a
50 cap structure to support cap-dependent translation led
researches to hypothesize that polioviruses employ alternative
mechanism for translation initiation and to the revolutionary dis-
covery of IRES-dependent translation. The finding of IRES

elements later in capped cellular transcripts led to the identifica-
tion of additional role of IRESs in facilitating the ongoing synthe-
sis of specific proteins under stress conditions in which cap-
dependent translation is compromised. Accordingly, key genes in
the response of cells to various stresses, such as ER stress, apopto-
sis and amino-acid starvation, harbor IRES elements in their
50UTR.8 Moreover, IRESs can also enhance the repertoire of the
synthesized proteins from a single transcript. They enable the pro-
duction of a protein from an independent open reading frame
(ORF) in a bicistronic transcript9 and guide the ribosome to pro-
duce an N-truncated isoform from an alternative AUG located
downstream to the authentic start codon.10-13 Another cap-inde-
pendent mechanism was described in plant viruses, many of
which lack the 50 cap structure. Here too, a cis-regulatory element
termed cap-independent translation enhancer (CITE) facilitates
the recruitment of the 40S ribosomal subunit to the translated
transcript.14,15 Most of the studied CITE elements reside within
the 30UTR region of viral transcripts and relocate the recruited
ribosome to the 50 end via long-distance, kissing-loop interactions
with a hairpin loop located in the 50UTR.16 Unlike IRESs, CITE-
mediated translation starts at the 50 end of the mRNA and
requires ribosome scanning for the recognition of the start
codon.14,17 Thus, these 2 types of elements are distinguished in
their ability to facilitate translation of an ORF that has no free 50
end such as in the case of bicistronic transcripts.

The most common technique to detect novel IRESs is a
bicistronic reporter assay in which the tested sequence is
inserted between 2 cistrons (encoding 2 different reporter pro-
teins) so that the first cistron is translated via the canonical
cap-dependent mechanism and the second cistron is translated
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if the inserted sequence is a functional IRES sequence (but not
CITE). The evaluation of each candidate requires amplification
of the tested sequence, cloning it to a bicistronic vector, trans-
fection of the vector into cells, and performing a functional
assay to detect the expression levels of the 2 reporter proteins
(e.g. dual luciferase assay). Thus, although IRESs are essential
for the synthesis of many human and viral proteins and take
part in a variety of biological processes, such as viral infec-
tions,5,6 the response of cells to stress,8 and organismal develop-
ment,18 only few dozens of IRESs were identified to date19 and
little is known about their position in the human and viral
genomes and the mechanisms by which they recruit the ribo-
some. In a recent study we devised a high-throughput bicis-
tronic assay to obtain quantitative and accurate measurements
of IRES activity for 55,000 fully designed oligonucleotides rep-
resenting native and synthetic sequences from the human
genome as well as hundreds of viral genomes.20 To this end, we
employed a fluorescent-based bicistronic reporter carrying
mRFP and eGFP as the first and second cistrons, respectively,
and used a fluorescence-activated cell sorting together with
deep sequencing (FACS-seq)21 to facilitate the measurements
of IRES activity in mass. Our assay uncovered thousands of
novel IRESs, identified distinct regions in human and viral
transcripts that are enriched in IRESs, and several regulatory
elements underlying IRES activity

Here, we discuss these results that together with recent discov-
eries in the field of translational control suggest the existence of
novel mechanisms such as the recruitments of the ribosome to the
30UTR of human transcripts and regulated translation of individ-
ual proteins from [C]ssRNA viral genomes. In addition, we survey
recent high-throughput technologies such as ribosome profiling
and mRNA display and discuss how combining insights from sys-
tematic studies with low-throughput experiments can enhance
our understanding of translational regulation in human and
viruses.

Identification of hundreds of cellular IRESs

While there is strong consensus in the scientific community
about viral IRESs, the existence of cellular IRESs is subject to a
long lasting debate. The most common argument is that the
experimental design of a bicistronic DNA reporter is prone to
artifacts such as cryptic promoter or cryptic splice site that give
raise to capped monocistronic transcripts.22,23 These transcripts
in turn can be efficiently translated via the canonical cap-
dependent mechanism leading to false positive results.24 To
account for these potential artifacts we devised 2 additional
high-throughput assays: (a) high-throughput assay for pro-
moter activity in which the entire library (55,000) was cloned
into a bicistronic plasmid lacking endogenous promoter; (b)
high-throughput assay for splicing activity in which reduction
in the intact bicistronic mRNA transcript was quantitatively
measured using deep sequencing of the cDNA and gDNA. In
addition to these 2 assays we also performed a set of controls
including: qRT-PCR on the entire eGFP(C) population with 3
different sets of primers probing the mRFP cistron in various
locations; qRT-PCR on isolated clones expressing individual
IRESs with primers on the eGFP and the mRFP cistrons; and

validation of selected IRESs in a bicistronic and monocistronic
luciferase plasmids.

Using these controls our assay revealed 583 novel IRESs in
the 50UTRs of cellular genes. Although we cannot validate every
individual IRES identified, we believe that most of these
sequences are true IRES elements. Interestingly, systematic
investigation of the cis-regulatory sequences (that we discuss
below) uncovered some mutual elements underlying the activ-
ity of cellular and viral IRESs such as short complementary
sequences to the 18S rRNA (18S rRNA).

The identification of this largest collection of cellular IRESs
represents an advance in the research of IRES-dependent trans-
lation of mammalian genes. However, further investigation of
these IRESs within their native mRNA context under stress
conditions and in non-stressed cells is needed to determine the
manner by which they regulate gene expression.

The landscape of IRES elements in human transcripts

Low throughput methods to investigate IRES activity are slow
and labor-intensive and typically test only a few sequences at a
time. Thus, the tested sequences are carefully pre-selected so
that most of the studies focus on the 50UTR region when
searching for novel IRESs. In our study we exploited the power
of high-throughput measurements to conduct an unbiased and
systematic profiling of IRES elements across human transcripts
by assaying thousands of sequences spanning 159 transcripts.
Surprisingly, we found that in addition to an expected enrich-
ment in the 50UTR region, IRESs are highly enriched in the
30UTR of human transcripts. Interestingly, although translation
is typically considered to be a linear process in which the ribo-
some initiates translation at the 50 end and drops from the mas-
sage at the 30 end, mRNA molecules in cells are circularized
through interaction between eIF4G and the Poly(A)-binding
protein (PABP).25 Thus, we hypothesize that IRES elements
can recruit the ribosome to the 30UTR to facilitate translation
from the start codon by utilizing mRNA looping (Fig. 1).

Although more experiments are needed in order to deter-
mine the existence of such a mechanism, several findings from
other studies support this hypothesis. These include: (a)
Emerging ribosome profiling experiments from various studies
demonstrate high abundance of ribosomes at the 30UTR region
of eukaryotic transcripts.26-28 (b) Recent work by Paek et al.29

showing that tethering eIFG4 to the 30UTR of a transcript via
artificial MS2-binding sites enhances translation of the
upstream coding sequence. Moreover, the authors obtained
similar effect on translation when planting the natural EMCV
IRES in the 30UTR. Thus, this study provides direct evidence
that IRESs can enhance the translation of a message when
placed in the 30UTR. (c) Finally, it is known for decades that
some plant viruses utilize CITE elements in their 30UTR to
recruit translation initiation factors in a cap-independent man-
ner.23,30,31 Long distance interactions between the 30 and the 50
ends in these viruses result in mRNA circularization and posi-
tioning of the scanning machinery near the 50 end. Since the
mechanisms governing gene expression of plant viruses were
evolved in eukaryotes within the same environment as cellular
transcripts, it is possible that cellular transcripts also evolved
similar translational cis-regulatory elements in their 30UTR.
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Although IRESs and CITEs differ in the mechanism by which
they initiate translation, with the latter requiring an additional
step of scanning from a free 50 end, they both share similar
properties with respect to their ability to recruit the translation
machinery. Since our assay relies on a bicistronic construct, in
which the eGFP has no free 50 end, it detects IRESs specifically,
i.e. elements that can both recruit the ribosome and initiate
translation locally. However, we cannot determine whether in
the native context of the 30UTR these elements lead to both
recruitment and initiation or just recruitment followed by
shunting of the translation machinery to the 50UTR in a similar
fashion to CITE elements. To answer this important question
further investigation of the identified IRESs within their native
context in required.

The landscape of IRES elements in [C]ssRNA viral genomes

In the absence of a 50 cap to support cap-dependent translation,
IRESs are essential for the life cycle of uncapped [C]ssRNA
viruses. Moreover, some of these viruses, such as poliovirus,
cleave the cellular scaffold protein eIF4G that facilitates the
ribosome recruitment to the 50 cap structure resulting in a
global shift from cap-dependent to IRES-dependent translation
in cells.32 Thus, the investigation of IRESs in [C]ssRNA viral
genomes is critical for understanding their regulation.

Many [C]ssRNA viruses translate their entire genome as
one single polyprotein. Then, viral or cellular proteases cleave
the polyprotein precursor to give rise to the mature and func-
tional proteins. While this mechanism is highly efficient for
producing equimolar amounts of the viral proteome, it can be a
waste of resources if only part of the viral proteins is needed.
Thus, we hypothesized that [C]ssRNA viruses, which evolved
IRES elements in their 50UTR to facilitate the translation of the
full polyprotein, may also utilize similar elements to translate
only part of their proteins from the same transcript. However,
as in the case of human transcripts most of the studies had

focused on the 50UTR so that little is known about IRES activity
in other regions.

One advantage of using synthetically designed oligos is the
ability to assay in a single experiment the activity of sequences
from hundreds of different organisms. As part of our study we
conducted systematic and unbiased profiling of IRES activity
across the genomes of 131 different [C]ssRNA viruses. Our
measurements uncovered that IRESs are highly abundant
across the polyprotein region of uncapped [C]ssRNA viruses,
with similar levels to those obtained at the 50UTR. Remarkably,
this high abundance is specific for uncapped [C]ssRNA viruses
and were not obtained in the polyprotein region of capped [C]
ssRNA viruses and the coding sequence of human transcripts.
These results suggest that in addition to the characterized
mechanism of post-translational cleavage of the polyprotein,
viruses can also employ IRESs to regulate the translation of
only part of their genome (Fig. 2). Notably, viral proteins typi-
cally appear in a specific order in the genome such that struc-
tural proteins are encoded at the beginning of the polyprotein
and non-structural proteins (e.g., viral polymerases) are
encoded after the structural proteins. Thus, the presence of
IRES elements along the polyprotein region can exploit this
spatial organization to provide an efficient mechanism for
coordinated translation of either structural or non-structural
proteins.

Interestingly, in a recent study Pirakitikulr et al.33 found reg-
ulatory RNA structures along the polyprotein region of Hepati-
tis C Virus (HCV) genome. These structures are conserved
across multiple genotypes and genetic manipulation in their
sequence led to reduction in virus replication and infection.
Since many IRESs act through structural RNA elements and in
light of our findings of IRESs along the coding sequences of
[C]ssRNA viruses, it will be interesting to investigate whether
the structural elements described in Pirakitikulr et al. are
indeed functional IRES elements, which proteins are translated
from these IRESs, and how their translation affect virus replica-
tion and infection.

Figure 1. Hypothetical model for translation initiation from the 30UTR of human transcript. mRNA is circularized as a result of interactions between the 50cap binding pro-
tein eIF4E, the scaffold protein eIF4G and the poly(A)-binding protein PABP. According to the proposed model, ribosomes are attracted to an IRES elements in the 30UTR
of the circularized transcript (1), shunted to the 50 end (2), and initiate translation at the AUG of the encoded open reading frame (ORF) (3).
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The cis-regulatory sequences underlying IRES activity

IRESs can act by variousmechanisms to recruit the ribosome to the
mRNA including the formation of secondary structures, attracting
IRES Trans-Acting Factors (ITAFs) to specific RNA sequence ele-
ments and complementarity to the 18S rRNA.34-36 However, many
of the sequence elements underlying IRES activity are uncharacter-
ized and thus, the relationship between RNA sequence and IRES
activity remains mostly unknown and current bioinformatics pre-
dictions are not available. The reason for this relatively poor char-
acterization is the low number of IRESs identified to date and
lacking large-scale permutation and mutagenesis studies in which
the native sequence of a specific IRES is systematically mutated and
the resulting effect on expression is measured. In that sense, the
state of the field of translational control is very different from other
fields of gene expression such as transcriptional control in which
many high-throughput studies investigating native and synthetic
regulatory sequences were performed so that the basic “building
blocks,” i.e., transcription factors binding-sites,37,38 core-promoter
elements39 and nucleosome disfavoring sequences,40 are thor-
oughly characterized.

We set out to increase our understanding of the cis-regulatory
elements facilitating IRES-dependent translation by: (a) Elaborat-
ing the collection of known IRESs by thousands of novel sequen-
ces, providing 50-fold increase over current data.19 This largest
collection of IRESs facilitates for the first time in-depth computa-
tional analysis as was previously done to decipher the sequence
features predictive of promoter and enhancer activities.41,42 (b)
Conducting careful and systematic interference in the native
sequences of »100 known and novel IRESs by mutating one
region at a time and measuring its effect on expression. By doing
so we were able to detect the position and sequence of the func-
tional cis-regulatory elements governing the activity of each of the
investigated IRESs. Analysis of this data revealed 2 classes of
IRESs: structural and non-structural, which act through local cis-
regulatory elements typically located in the vicinity of the start
codon (up to »60nt) and enriched in poly(U) sequences. These
short regulatory elements can represent either ITAF binding-

sites43 or complementary sequences to the 18S rRNA that attract
the ribosome via Watson-Crick base pairing in a similar fashion
to Shaine-Delgarno sequences in bacteria.36,44-48 Since rRNA-
IRES interactions rely on the primary sequence of the message
one can speculate that extracting all possible short k-mers with
complementary sequence to the 18S rRNA can enhance our ability
to predict IRES activity. However, with no prior knowledge of the
regions in the 18S rRNA that can facilitate rRNA-IRES interac-
tions we cannot tell which of the complementary k-mers can act
as functional IRES element. To address this important question
we performed systematic mapping of the functional regions of the
18S rRNA and uncovered one distinct active region and hundreds
of k-mers with complementary sequence to this region that can
act as short IRES elements. Indeed, mutating these novel k-mers
in native IRESs led to reduction in their activity.

Despite this advance toward deciphering the sequences that
underlie IRES activity, additional experimental and computa-
tional studies are needed to achieve a comprehensive under-
standing of this complex mode of regulation.

Systematic investigation of translational regulation using
high-throughput methods

Several technologies were recently developed for taking the field of
translational regulation into the high-throughput era. The most
prominent example is ribosome profiling, which allowsmonitoring
of protein translation by deep sequencing of ribosome-protected
mRNA fragments.49 Since its initial development in yeast, it was
rapidly applied to various organisms such as mammalian cells50

and viruses51,52 and became a routine experiment in many of the
studies in the field. However, although ribosome profiling uncovers
the translated regions in the genome and translation efficiency, it
does not provide information on the functional cis-regulatory ele-
ments that guide the ribosome to facilitate translation initiation. In
that sense, ribosome profiling resembles RNA-seq but it does not
provide insights on the sequences through which ribosomes are
recruited to themRNA.

Figure 2. Hypothetical model for specific proteins translation from [C]ssRNA genomes. Uncapped [C]ssRNA genomes harbor IRES elements at the 50UTR and along the
polyprotein coding region. In the characterized mechanism (left) ribosomes initiate translation from the 50UTR IRES to produce the polyprotein precursor. Cleaving the
polyprotein by proteases result in equimolar amounts of viral proteins. In the hypothetical model (right) ribosomes initiate translation from an IRES element along the pol-
yprotein region resulting in the production of specific subset of the viral proteome.
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To expose the cis-regulatory elements providing specificity in
ribosome recruitment a functional assay aimed at measuring the
effect of sequence on translation initiation should be performed. In
our study we employed a massively parallel reporter assay using
fluorescent-based bicistronic plasmid to facilitate quantitative
measurements of IRES activity for thousands of fully designed
sequences. Using a different approach, Wellensiek et al.53 devised a
method to assayed thousands of native genomic fragments for cap-
independent translation in-vitro by combining mRNA display and
deep sequencing. In addition to the technological differences, these
2 methods also differ in a couple of aspects: (a) The experimental
environment (in-vitro vs. in-vivo): The mRNA display experiment,
which is conducted in-vitro, is not sensitive to potential artifacts of
cryptic promoter and splice site and therefore does not require
additional experiments to rule out sequences with false positive
IRES activity as performed in our study. In addition, an in-vitro sys-
tem enables changing the trans environment, such as the concen-
tration of specific ITAF, and to measure its effect on activity.
However, while in-vitro systems work well for some IRESs, some
reports suggest that other IRESs require a ‘nuclear experience’ in
order to be functional.24,54,55 In addition, positive activity obtained
in-vitro can stem from secondary structure or interaction with the
translation machinery that do not occur in the cellular environ-
ment. Thus, in-vitro systems are exposed to false negative and false
positive results reducing their sensitivity and specificity in the
detection of novel IRESs. (b) The input sequencesmeasured (native
genomic fragments vs. synthetically designed oligonucleotides):
Native genomic fragments are not limited in length, which is a clear
disadvantage of our method that uses synthetic oligos »200 nt in
length as the input sequences. However, methods that use native
sequences are limited to organisms that can be cultured in lab con-
ditions and can usually assay a single genome at a time. In addition,
native genomic sequences do not allow the detailed characteriza-
tion of the cis-regulatory elements, which require systematic
changes in the native sequence using synthetic manipulations. As
DNA synthesis technologies constantly improve it is possible that
soon designed sequences with similar lengths to those achieved
when using native genomic fragments will become available.

These recent advances in technology together with high-
throughput structural measurements56 and RNA-binding proteins
immunoprecipitations techniques57 provide efficient tools for sci-
entist to substantially increase the number of sequences assayed
and to gain genome-wide insights on translational regulation.58

However, increasing the throughput of measurements cannot
entirely substitute low-throughput experiments. For example, in
the functional high-throughput assays mentioned here the evalu-
ated sequences are tested out of their native context. Thus, these
assays cannot draw definitive conclusions and should be followed
by detailed experiments at the gene level such as disrupting the reg-
ulatory elements at their native mRNA location (e.g. by CRISPR).
Another limitation is that high-throughput assays do not facilitate
high-level phenotypic measurements. Translational regulation has
a critical role in organismal development and thus investigating the
effect of cis-regulatory elements within the context of the entire
organism is essential to uncover their phenotypic effect during
embryogenesis.18 Finally, although high-throughput methods pro-
vide information on thousands of sequences and the statistical
power to investigate general principles, they cannot replace low-
throughput experiments with respect to the certainty and accuracy

at the single sequence level. Rather, combining insights from vari-
ous high-throughput assays and low-throughput studies are both
powerful and essential for deciphering translational control and
shedding light on these yet uncovered regulatorymechanisms.
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